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When Pastor Kent asked me to share a reflection on the topic of redemptive suffering, I 
was reminded of something I shared with a friend a number of years ago on the occasion 
of his move out of state. I said, 
“My prayer for you is that as you leave this community and enter into your new 
community you will find others to gather around you who will help you open your heart to 
love fully and suffer well”. 
 
I believe there is an intimate and profound connection between our ability to “love fully” 
and our capacity to “suffer well”. 
So, if “suffering well” is so important, how do we do it? 
 
First, we need to be willing to weep.  We turn honestly toward what hurts, rather than 
turn away. 
I believe our feelings are meant to be cried out. Cried out honestly to one another and to 
God. We can look to the Psalms. Or, when our pain has no words, we can remember what 
the Apostle Paul says in Romans 8: 

“In the same way, the Spirit helps us in our weakness. We do not know what we 
ought to pray for, but the Spirit himself intercedes for us through wordless groans. 
And he who searches our hearts knows the mind of the Spirit, because the Spirit 
intercedes for God’s people in accordance with the will of God.” 
https://www.bible.com/111/rom.8.26-27.niv 

 
Second, we need to ‘doubt out doubts’ and the stories we tell ourselves about out pain. 
We all create stories to explain our pain.  Our pain is not a punishment from God.  Pain 
stories dominated by fear, anger and shame are common and understandable, but must 
ultimately be challenged. 
But what are realistic redemptive alternatives? 
Tim Keller, former pastor of Redeemer Presbyterian in New York City, suggests: 

“If I’m in trouble today, I think of myself as his beloved child. That means I am here 
either because he wants his salvation to progress in me or he wants his salvation to 
progress through me. One or the other. It makes all the difference in the world.” 

 
Third, we need to be willing to share our pain with someone we trust. 
Brain research and neuroscience is showing us that we are hard wired with two related 
but distinct emotional/relational pathways. Both are needed for our survival.  One is 
organized around connection. And the other organized around protection. A personal 
history of hurt and pain can reinforce the pathways of protection. Pathways which 
associate disconnection with safety. Here is where past hurt and pain can foster stories of 
fear, anger and shame designed to offer us protection, but too often resulting in the 
additional pain of loneliness and isolation. 
 

https://www.bible.com/111/rom.8.26-27.niv


Neuroscience is also showing us the power of presence. We offer one another a powerful 
medicine when we are willing to just be there for each other.  Presence is connection 
before constructive correction. Presence is empathy before education. We cannot learn to 
love fully and suffer well alone.  We need relationship. We need community. We need 
people and places of safety and trust and understanding and care where our need for 
connection can be invited forward in the face of hurt and pain and the impulse to contract 
in self-protection. 
 
Fourth, we need to recognize that redemptive healing takes time. Further, redemptive 
healing will inevitably feel vulnerable and uncertain. I am reminded of some phrases 
shared with me over the years: “you have to feel it to heal it” and “the only way out is 
through”. 
 
Fifth, if you can, pray and ask God to allow your suffering to be used in the service of 
emotional and spiritual growth. Tim Keller, referring back to St. Augustine, asserts that 
suffering allows us the opportunity to “reorder our loves”. To what (or who) do we look to 
in trust for meaning, purpose, security and satisfaction? Suffering can expose “the sand” 
we have built the foundation of our life upon. For those seeking a life in God, Keller 
asserts: “Suffering will relate to our character like fire relates to gold”. 
 
Finally, redemptive suffering is more than restorative. Redemptive Suffering, it seems to 
me, is suffering that mysteriously and miraculously brings forward a greater good than 
would have been able to be brought forward without that suffering. This can sound 
offensive, but I have seen it and I believe it to be true. The point is, God has not 
abandoned us in our suffering. God may actually be more present with us in our suffering, 
in the very heart of our suffering. This is not a matter of personal strength of will. 
Ultimately, this is the work of the Holy Spirit. ‘Suffering well’ means a willingness to say 
‘yes’ and surrender in participation to the work of the Paraclete promised by Jesus in the 
Gospel of John chapter 14. The Advocate. The Defender of the Accused. 
 
Suffering is Ubiquitous. 
If you choose to love, you are going to go through pain and suffering.  No one is exempt. 
The question is not “if” you will experience pain, but “how” will you choose to relate to 
that pain. Will you let it make you hard, bitter, self- absorbed and resentful or will you 
allow it to humble, soften and open your heart to others with greater compassion and 
grace. 
 
It is my prayer that though times of trial, testing and pain we will be the kind of 
community that supports, encourages, and inspires one another to open our hearts to love 
fully and suffer well. 


